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Bags
Basic Mat Bags
28" x 6" diameter
This sturdy dry-tech mat bag features a draw string opening at the top and an adjustable strap.
This water resistant bag is perfect for the west coast climate.
Colours change according to availability.
Hand-made at Halfmoon Yoga Products.

Basic Mat Bag: Olive - $25 each

Basic Mat Bag: Teal - $25 each

Fancy Mat Bag
This sturdy water resistant mat bag features a draw string opening at the top and an adjustable
strap. Beautiful patterns change according to availability. Handmade at Halfmoon Yoga
Products.

Fancy Mat Bag: Claret Bouquet - $27 each

Fancy Mat Bag: Teal Bouquet - $27 each
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Studio Yoga Mat Bags
Our most popular bag, we designed it just wide enough to fit your mat and a few other things.
The front pocket is a handy place for keys or your yoga pass. Weatherproof nylon protects your
gear from the elements. Colours change according to availability. See our variety of colors
below.

Studio Mat Bag: Burgundy/Pink - $30 each

Studio Mat Bag: Grey/Dark-Teal - $30 each

Studio Mat Bag: Grey/Black - $30 each

Studio Mat Bag: Burgundy-Pink - $30 each

Yoga Tote Bag
Head out to your yoga class and to run errands in style. This is an everyday bag, great for the
market, library, gym and studio. An original Halfmoon design, the Yoga Tote is roomy, but not
over-sized. Your mat and/or towel slides easily into the back slot and has ample space for your
props and change of clothes. Each bag is one-of-a-few, accented with fun, found upholstery
fabrics. Deep interior, zippered pocket with a magnetic closure.
Now in a water resistant waxed linen!
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Yoga Tote Bag: Charcoal - $65 each

Yoga Tote Bag: Paper - $65 each

Balls
Muscle Release Balls: Black Pair
Reduce muscle tightness and deepen your yoga practice!
These easy to use massage balls gently work out the kinks anywhere, anytime. They help you
soften and release areas that hold tension, allowing you to move into poses with more ease.
Also comes with a handy carrying bag that doubles as a prop. Used in the mesh bag you can roll
them on either side of your spine to bring flexibility to your back muscles and enhance your
practice.
Therapeutic Benefits:
*Reduce repetitive strain issues and aids in releasing deep muscle tissues (e.g. IT bands and
tensor fasciae latae muscles)
*Stimulates reflexology points on the hands and feet and can reduce or eliminate headaches by
laying on top of the yellow balls at back of head at the sub occipital area.
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Muscle Release Balls: Black Pair - $20 per pair

Blocks
3" EVA Foam Block
3" x 6" x 9"
These blocks are versatile and lightweight enough to take them along. Their slightly soft
surface makes them comfortable to use, quiet in yoga class, and safe to use in inversions or
any pose where they might fall. A set of two opens a whole world of possibilities for using a
block on both sides to lift, balance and support your postures.

3" Foam Blocks: Eggplant or Twilight - $12 each
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Chip Foam Block Cover
If you have a chip foam block (or 20) you'll appreciate this handy snug-fitting cover. It's easy to
remove and toss in the wash between classes. Made of shrink-resistant microtech fabric with a
velcro closure. It keeps your chip foam blocks fresh and clean and extends their lifespan.
Protect or refresh your investment with these great block covers.
Hand-made at Halfmoon Yoga Products.

Microtech Mocha - $14 each

Microtech Wine - $14 each
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Chip Foam Block WITH Cover: Wine or Mocha - $25 each

Chip Foam Block
2" x 8" x 12"
Chip foam blocks are an essential prop for introductory yoga, challenging asanas, restorative
work and therapeutic poses. Stack them to support standing poses or lay them out for the
perfect shoulder stand surface.
Hands down the most versatile prop available, a set of four is the perfect number to have for a
variety of sitting, standing, reclined, reversed, inverted and twisting poses. Go ahead and play
yoga! Canadian-made from foam off cuts.

Chip Foam Block - $12 each
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Cork Blocks
3.5" x 5.5" x 9"
Cork Blocks are an environmentally sustainable, natural product. Naturally antibacterial, quiet
and sturdy. The Cork block provides lots of traction when used on a yoga mat.
A renewable, sustainable resource, cork lasts for years, and makes an ideal yoga block. Cork is
harvested by shaving the cork trees which results in better health for the tree and makes cork
a small footprint material. The texture, combined with your sticky mat, provides incredible
traction and supports your yoga poses safely and comfortably.

Cork Blocks - $26 each
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Cork Wedge
22.5" x 3.5" x 1.2"
This Cork Wedge is an environmentally sustainable, natural product. Wedges are used in yoga
poses to decrease wrist and carpal tunnel pressure in downward dog (point the wedge away
from you) or as a lift under your heals to help you root and ground (point the wedge toward
you). The cork texture, combined with your sticky mat, provides great traction and supports
yoga poses safely. The new bevelled upper edge is more comfortable under the hands. Use this
wedge on or under your yoga mat.

Cork Wedge - $22
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Bolsters
30" Cylindrical Bolster with Cover
8" x 30"
Revitalize your back, deepen your practice!
This traditional bolster supports a longer, taller body and is designed to advance your practice
by facilitating a deeper chest opening and supporting a forward bend. The contoured shape
also fits perfectly under your knees for optimal lower back support.
An essential wellness prop, it can increase your flexibility, correct your posture, enhance your
health, and change your life.
*Hand-crafted at Halfmoon Yoga Products
*perfect weight and density
*Uncompromised quality & durability
*Removable cover

30" Cylindrical Bolster with Cover - $80.00 each
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30" Rectangular Bolster with Cover
5" x 10" x 30"
Revitalize your back, support your practice.
This long, flat bolster is a restorative favourite. It's extra length provides stability and
versatility for a longer, taller body.
An essential wellness prop, it can increase your flexibility, correct your posture, enhance your
health, and change your life.
*Hand-crafted at Halfmoon Yoga Products
*perfect weight and density
*Uncompromised quality & durability
*Removable cover

Rectangular Bolster with Cover - $88 each
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Camel Cushion - Deep - Espresso
8" x 18" x 8"
Versatile and effective, the Camel Cushion is a chest-opening favourite!
The buckwheat hulls inside the cushion form to the contour of your spine allowing you to find
the support you need to open your upper back, chest and heart chakra. In forward bends, use
it to support your chest and prevent your back from collapsing or straining. For sitting or
meditation, straddle it in a kneeling posture and settle your sitting bones into the cushion.
Hand-made at Halfmoon Yoga Products.

Camel Cushion: Deep - Espresso - $64 each
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Camel Cushion - Gentle - Midnight
8" x 18" x 6"
Versatile and effective, the gentle size Camel Cushion is a chest-opening favourite!
The buckwheat hulls inside the cushion form to the contour of your spine allowing you to find
the support you need to open your upper back, chest and heart chakra. In forward bends, use
it to support your chest and prevent your back from collapsing or straining. For sitting or
meditation, straddle it in a kneeling posture and settle your sitting bones into the cushion.
Hand-made at Halfmoon Yoga Products.

Camel Cushion: Gentle - Midnight - $50 each

Cylindrical Bolster with Cover
8" x 24"
A Cylindrical Bolster is a must for chest opening poses in preparation for back bend. It can be
used either perpendicular or parallel to your spine, or under your knees to lengthen your lower
back. Bolster cushions are a great support for forward bends used in combination with other
props such as blocks. Comes with removable cover. Hand-made at Halfmoon Yoga Products.
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Cylindrical Bolster with Cover - $66 each

Espresso

Midnight

Olive

Plum

Cylindrical Bolster: Deluxe with Cover
8" x 24"
Choose this luxurious bolster as a beautiful addition to your home, your yoga space, or as a
gift. A Cylindrical Bolster is a must for chest opening poses in preparation for back bend. It can
be used either perpendicular or parallel to your spine, or under your knees to lengthen your
lower back. Bolster cushions are a great support for forward bends used in combination with
other props such as blocks. Comes with removable cover. Hand-made at Halfmoon Yoga
Products.
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Atlantic Oak

Desert Tile

Metal Flora

Cylindrical Bolster: Deluxe with Cover - $76 each

Caramel

Chocolate

Mini Bolster: Deluxe
5.5" x 16"
This is a very versatile product. Use it to support your neck or lower back. Or simply use it as a
pillow. The buckwheat hulls allow it to be shaped for maximum comfort. And it will look great
on your sofa! Made at Halfmoon Yoga Products.

Metal Curl

Metal
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Atlantic Oak

Grey Flock
Mini Bolster: Deluxe - $40 each

Prana Bolster with Cover
3" x 7" x 26"
Revitalize your back, deepen your breath.
This long slim bolster will be your back's best friend- especially after a tiring day. It supports
the gentle opening of your back and chest, creating space and encouraging deeper breaths.
An essential wellness prop, it can increase your flexibility, correct your posture, enhance your
health, and change your life.
7" x 3" x 26"
Comes with removable cover - a solid selection of our studio fabrics. Hand-made at Halfmoon
Yoga Products.
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Espresso

Midnight

Olive

Plum

Prana Bolster with Cover - $56 each

Prana Bolster: Deluxe with Cover
7" x 3" x 26"
Revitalize your back, deepen your breath.
This long slim bolster will be your back's best friend- especially after a tiring day. It supports
the gentle opening of your back and chest, creating space and encouraging deeper breaths.
An essential wellness prop, it can increase your flexibility, correct your posture, enhance your
health, and change your life.
7" x 3" x 26"
Comes with removable cover - a gorgeous selection of seasonal deluxe fabrics. Hand-made at
Halfmoon Yoga Products.

Pranayama Cushion: Desert

Pranayama Cushion: Metal

Pranayama Cushion: Teal

Pranayama Cushion with cover: Deluxe - $66 each
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Dark Olive Cord

Green Grand Garden

Citrus Twist

Chocolate

Rectangular Bolster with Cover
5" x 10" x 24"
Perfect for revitalizing and restorative poses, this bolster has a wider and flatter shape
providing a gentle opening for your back and a surface that you can really rest on. Comes with
removable cover. Hand-made at Halfmoon Yoga Products.

Rectangular Bolster with Cover - $72 each
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Espresso

Midnight

Plum

Rectangular Bolster: Deluxe with Cover
5" x 10" x 24"
Choose this luxurious bolster as a beautiful addition to your home, your yoga space, or as a
gift. Perfect for revitalizing and restorative poses, this bolster has a wider and flatter shape
providing a gentle opening for your back and a surface that you can really rest on. Comes with
removable cover. Hand-made at Halfmoon Yoga Products.

Desert Tile

Metal

Metal Flora

Rectangular Bolster: Deluxe with Cover - $80 each

Atlantic Oak

Dark Olive Cord
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Kits
Cylindrical Bolster Kit
Grab and go! A convenient kit includes all the essential yoga gear you need to take to the studio
or to use for your home practice!
Includes one Halfmoon Studio Mat, two 3" Foam Blocks, our six-foot India Yoga Strap, and a
Cylindrical Bolster Cushion.

Cylindrical Kit - $115 each

Studio Kit: 3" Foam
Includes one Halfmoon Studio Mat, two 3" Foam Blocks, one six-foot Studio Strap, and a Basic
Mesh Bag.

Studio Kit: 3" Foam - $75 each

Studio Kit: 4" Foam
Includes one Halfmoon Studio Mat, two 4" Foam Blocks, one six-foot Studio Strap, and a Basic
Mesh Bag.

Studio Kit: 4" Foam - $79 each
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Studio Kit: Chip Block
Includes one Halfmoon Studio Mat, two Chip Foam Blocks, one six-foot Studio Strap, and a
Basic Mesh Kit Bag.

Studio Kit: 2 Chip Block - $75 each

Mats
Halfmoon Deluxe Yoga Mat
24" x 72" x 1/4" (6mm)
With twice the thickness of regular mats, the Deluxe Mat softens impact, provides more
insulation and comfort. This is our best-selling deluxe mat and has a durable, waffle texture,
and a great non-slip surface. Made of PVC and latex-free, it is a full 6ft long. Perfect for any
style of yoga and easy to clean.

Halfmoon Deluxe Yoga Mat - $40.00 each

Eggplant

Lime

Midnight
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Halfmoon Hot Yoga Rug
26" x 76"
Following the Mysore India tradition, this 100% cotton machine-loomed rug is a favourite of
Ashtanga practitioners. The nubbie texture of the weave gives it more traction the wetter it
gets and at over 6ft long this rug provides plenty of room for jump-throughs. Use it over your
sticky mat to prevent the rug from moving on smooth floors.

Earthy

Seaworthy
Halfmoon Hot Yoga Rug - $30 each

Halfmoon Mat Cleaner: 8oz
Smells crazy good, cleans like a hot dang!
A synergistic blend of natural cleansing and disinfecting ingredients that removes dirt and kills
germs the natural way. Your nose will be one happy camper.
Antibacterial, antifungal, antiseptic, 100% natural.

Halfmoon Mat Cleaner - $18 each
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Halfmoon Mat Cleaner: Fennel

Halfmoon Mat Cleaner: Lavender

Halfmoon Mat Cleaner: Unscented

Halfmoon Studio Yoga Mat
24" x 72" x 1/8" (4mm)
This is our best-selling classic waffle yoga mat. It is durable, has a textured non-slip surface
and is available in earthy colours that will create a beautiful visual environment for your studio
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or home practice. Made of PVC, it is latex-free and is a full 6ft long. Perfect for any style of
yoga, easy to carry to class and to clean.

Halfmoon Studio Yoga Mat - $30 each

Eggplant

Espresso

Olive

Twilight

Lime

Halfmoon Studio Yoga Mat: Tall
24" x 84" x 1/8" (4mm)
At 7 feet long this mat will accommodate your forward and back movements such as jumpthroughs with ease. Perfect for tall yogis or parent and baby yoga. It is a durable, waffletextured, mat with a great non-slip surface that's good for any style of yoga.

Halfmoon Studio Yoga Mat: Twighlight - Tall - $35 each
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Halfmoon Travel Yoga Mat
24" x 72" x 1/16" (2mm)
The Travel Mat weighs just over one pound and rolls into a small 24" tube or folds into an 8" x
12" rectangle which can be as easily packed as a book. It has a durable and really tacky
surface. It is easy to sponge or spray wash in a shower and its non-absorbent surface dries
quickly- bon voyage!

Halfmoon Travel Yoga Mat - $20 each

Manduka Black Mat PRO
7 lbs; 71" x 26" .25"
The legendary Black Mat PRO (formerly known as the Black Mat) is celebrating a decade as the
worldâ€™s finest yoga mat. With its denser, thicker form, unparalleled comfort and cushioning,
superior non-slip fabric finish, and simple, elegant design the Black Mat PRO will revolutionize
your practice. And best of all, it now comes with a Lifetime Guarantee.
-

Zero-waste, sustainable yoga mat
Superior wear and longevity
Comfortably cushions spine, hips, knees, and elbows on hard floors
Slip resistant, yet non-sticky, even when wet from light perspiration
Provides stability on hard or soft surfaces

Manduka Black Mat PRO - $98 each
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Manduka PROLite Yoga Mat - Olive
Manduka PROlite yoga mats are a fresh alternative for people who need a lighter, zero-waste
mat with superior quality and comfort. Like its big brother the Black Mat PRO, the PROlite is all
about performance, both in the studio and on the go.
Zero-waste, sustainable yoga mat
High performance in a lightweight form
Superior wear and longevity
Slip resistant, yet non-sticky, even when wet from perspiration
Travel-friendly for the yogi on-the-go
OekoTex certified, emissions-free manufacturing
Lifetime Guarantee

Manduka PROLite Yoga Mat: Olive - $74 each

Natural Rubber Mat :Woodgrain
The Halfmoon Natural Rubber Yoga Mat is the best choice for both performance and
sustainability. This mat stands up to the test of time.
Made from naturally harvested rubber it it non-toxic, biodegradable and recyclable. Dual layered
to address all of your performance needs for grip, durability, comfort and support.
It's the perfect combination of eco-intelligence, superior traction and incredible longevity!
This mat is 4mm thick and is the standard 72" x 24".

Natural Rubber Mat: Woodgrain: Warm Grey - $76 each
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Yoga Body: Yoga Mat Spray - 8oz
This Mat Spray is a 98% natural disinfectant, antibacterial, and antimicrobial that is safe to use
on yoga mats and any surface needing natural cleaning. High quality essential oils are blended
to benefit the respiratory system, opening up airways, and favouring invigorating breathing
exercises. Thyme, lavender, eucalyptus, and cypress blended with the sweet aroma of orange
and fennel creates a light and mind-soothing scent. The metal bottle means no leaching, no
plastic and discounted refills. Ask about professional sizes and our refill program.

Yoga Body: Yoga Mat Spray - 8oz - $30 each

Other Stuff
Buckwheat Pillow: Deluxe - Grande
18" x 23"
This organic buckwheat hull pillow is an ancient and time-tested concept. This firm pillow
provides enough support to keep your head in alignment while sleeping on your side and keeps
your head cool, decreasing night sweats, nasal congestion, and restlessness. Shift the contents
of this pillow to find the perfect support for your neck. Pillows are made with luxurious 260threads per square inch natural colored cotton ticking. The padded cotton layer on one side
provides a quiet and luxurious surface. Comes with 260-thread count pillowcase. Handmade at
Halfmoon.

Buckwheat Pillow: Deluxe - Grande - $80 each
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Buckwheat Sleeping Pillow: Regular
14" x 20"
This organic buckwheat hull pillow is an ancient and time-tested concept. This firm pillow
provides enough support to keep your head in alignment while sleeping on your side and keeps
your head cool, decreasing night sweats, nasal congestion, and restlessness. Shift the contents
of this pillow to find the perfect support for your neck. Pillows are made with luxurious 260threads per square inch natural colored cotton ticking. The padded cotton layer on one side
provides a quiet and luxurious surface. Comes with 260-thread count pillowcase. Hand-made
at Halfmoon.

Buckwheat Sleeping Pillow: Regular - $66 each
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Chai Caddy
Warm up with some smooth, spicy fun!
In the kitchen there are a few things that hold dear. For us at Halfmoon, one of those things is
the Chai Caddy. We drink this homemade chai all winter long: it's warm, sweet and spicy, and
makes our warehouse smell amazing.
This beautiful and unique Chai Caddy contains 6 individual tins filled with our authentic chai
spices, raw sugar, a spice smashing bag, and Bibi's special recipe. Perfectly delicious every time!
Makes 40 cups of delicious chai. Just add black tea, fresh ginger and milk or milk substitute.
And the best part? You can easily re-use the Caddy by replenishing your spices for more spicy
fun!

Chai Caddy - $45 each

Chill Out Kit
Our soothing, lavender scented, deluxe eye pillow with matching warming pillow is a great
combo to give as a gift, or just keep for yourself!
100% cotton cover and casing. Filled with whole grains and lavender.
Made at Halfmoon Yoga Products.

Chill Out Kit - $45 each
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Berry Floral

Blue Dot

Crescent Orange

Groovy Leaves

Multi Dot

Orange Bead

Eye Pillow Deluxe with Cover
These fun, graphic eye pillows are made in designer cotton prints!
Soothe tired eye and release facial tension with an all natural eye pillow filled with flax seeds
and lavender. Ideal for Savasana or just chilling out. Includes a removable, washable cover.
Unscented also available. Handmade at Halfmoon Yoga Products.
Cover and case: 100% cotton

Eye Pillow Deluxe with Cover - $20 each
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Orange Bead

Floral Craft

Teal Tweet

Groovy Leaves

Crescent Orange

Multi Dot

Blue Dot

Berry Floral

Deluxe Eye Pillow Packaging

Eye Pillow with Cover
3.5" x 7.5"
This beautiful eye pillow is made with luxurious 100% Silk! Relax tired eyes and facial tension
with an all natural eye pillow. Made from cotton, the pillow is filled with organic flax seeds
which have an inherent coolness to soothe eyes. The removable, washable silk cover has a
similar cooling quality making these eye pillows the absolute highest quality natural
combination possible. Ideal for Savasana. Great for travel and for unwinding at bedtime. Handmade at Halfmoon Yoga Products.

Eye Pillow with Cover: Brushed Silk - $17 each
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Chocolate

Eggplant

Moss

Ruby

Twilight

India Cotton Blanket
60"x 80"
For your yoga practice and beyond. Designed for gentle cushioning and support while you're
sitting or in shoulder stand, this versatile blanket can imitate a bolster, add height to a block,
and offer a comfy layer for savasana.
It's so handsome, you'll probably want to drape one over your sofa and it's so cozy you'll want
to wrap yourself up in it while you sip tea, curl up with a juicy read, or relax with a great flick.
Our new brown and natural blankets feature a flat hem!

India Cotton Blanket: Cocoa or Natural - $38
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Joy-a-Toes: Small or Large
Finally a perfect remedy for our sorely neglected feet! Joy-a-Toes are the most versatile
patented toe spreader on the market. Made from a comfortable gel material they are an
incredible prop that can be worn during your yoga practice, out and about in certain footwear
and around your house.
Joy-a-Toes help:
*Relax and rejuvenate tired, achy and swollen feet
*Realign the bones and soft tissue
*Stimulate circulation, increase flexibility & strength
*Open the energy channels and revitalize the body
Available in Small and Large and that's not about your foot size. It's about how much space you
have between your toes - most people should start with small.
There is a period of adjustment as your toes get used to being free and full of life. Start out
wearing them 5-20 minutes, 3 times per day. As your feet realign and open you will be able to
wear them for a longer period of time. Free your feet, one toe at a time!
Designed in Vancouver, B.C.

Joy-a-Toes: Small or Large - $40 each

Large

Small

Side view

Bottom view
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Neti Pot - Ceramic
7"
In Asia, cleansing nasal passages with a saline solution is a time-honoured practice. It is now
used worldwide to treat sinus problems, colds, and allergies. Those practicing yoga and other
meditative disciplines use the nasal wash to ensure free airflow through both nostrils. Made
with lead-free food-grade glaze from the Himalayan Institute. Includes instructions.

Neti Pot - Ceramic - $35

Neti Pot Salt
300g
Here is a pure, non-iodized, sea salt that, mixed with warm water, makes the perfect cleansing
solution for Neti Pot use.

Neti Pot Salt - $4 each
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Sandbag: 15lb
10" x 15.5"
Halfmoon sandbags are the perfect size/weight/volume ratio to allow the sandbag to drape and
stay in place. They have a double internal lining to protect the zippered closure and to prevent
dust from escaping. The sturdy handle will easily support the weight of the bag but don't drop
it!
To decrease shipping costs we like to send bags empty with instructions to fill with sterilized
playbox sand.
Hand-made at Halfmoon Yoga Products.

Sandbag: Espresso - $40 each

Warming Pillow
6" x 18"
Enjoy the healing and soothing benefits of this penetrating heat pillow. Great for relaxing
tension in neck, shoulders and back. The fun and graphic 100% cotton, designer fabric is
removable and the pillow is filled with whole grains and fragrant lavender. This is the gift of the
year! It's also available in beautiful Chill Out kits. Includes instructions. Made at Halfmoon Yoga
Products.

Warming Pillow - $30 each
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Berry Floral

Blue Dot

Green Sketch

Multi-Dot

Olive Tweet

Ribbon Loops

Wool Yoga Blanket
For your yoga practice and beyond. Designed for gentle cushioning and support while you're
sitting or in shoulder stand, this versatile blanket can imitate a bolster, add height to a block,
and offer a comfy layer for savasana.
It's so handsome, you'll probably want to drape one over your sofa and it's so cozy you'll want
to wrap yourself up in it while you sip tea, curl up with a juicy read, or relax with a great flick.
60" x 80"
Made in India: 80% wool, 20% man-made fibres
Gentle cold wash, hang to dry

Wool Yoga Blanket - $40 each
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Yoga Sling
Turn gravity on its head and reap the numerous benefits of inversions! Designed for comfort,
the yoga sling provides access to postures, and allows for deepening in poses. Extend your
spine, open your shoulders, develop balance, clarity and strength.
The yoga sling easily snaps into eyehooks solidly anchored into your wall or ceiling. Use it for
traction in standing poses, for support in forward bends and for weightless inversions.
We recommend that you learn to use the yoga sling with a qualified teacher. Made at Halfmoon
Yoga Products.

Yoga Sling - $120

Straps
Halfmoon Loop Strap: 8' x 1.5"
8' x 1.5"
Made of 100% cotton with a nickle slide buckle, this strap has a fixed loop at one end and a
buckle to loop at the other. Excellent for leg stretches. Machine washable. Made at Halfmoon.

Loop Strap: 8 inches - $15 each
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India Cotton Strap: 6 'x 1"
6' x 1"
Easier to use and more economical than the double layer India strap, this strap features single
layer 100% cotton webbing with a nickel-plated sliding buckle. The original yoga strap.

India Cotton Strap: 6 inches - $12 each

India Strap: 8' x 1"
1" x 8'
Made of 100% double layer cotton webbing with a nickel-plated sliding buckle, this is the
original yoga strap. Made at Halfmoon.

India Cotton Strap: 8 inches - $14 each
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Studio Strap: 6' x 1.5"
1.5" x 6'
Made of a lightweight, durable poly blend with a plastic slide buckle, these straps are designed
to tighten and loosen easily. Machine washable.

Studio Strap: 6 inches - $11 each

Eggplant

Twilight

Studio Strap: 8' x 1.5"
1.5" x 8'
Made of a lightweight, durable poly blend with a plastic slide buckle, these straps are designed
to tighten and loosen easily. Machine washable.

Studio Strap: 8 inches - $13 each
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Eggplant

Twilight

Website links
Bags: http://www.halfmoon.bz/shop/catalog/?deptname=yoga+props&catname=bags
Balls: http://www.halfmoon.bz/shop/catalog/?deptname=yoga+props&catname=balls
Blocks: http://www.halfmoon.bz/shop/catalog/?deptname=yoga+props&catname=blocks
Bolsters: http://www.halfmoon.bz/shop/catalog/?deptname=yoga+props&catname=bolsters
Kits: http://www.halfmoon.bz/shop/catalog/?deptname=yoga+props&catname=kits
Mats: http://www.halfmoon.bz/shop/catalog/?deptname=yoga+props&catname=mats
Other: http://www.halfmoon.bz/shop/catalog/?deptname=yoga+props&catname=other+stuff
Straps: http://www.halfmoon.bz/shop/catalog/?deptname=yoga+props&catname=straps

Halfmoon Yoga Products
Wholesale Warehouse
Website: http://www.halfmoon.bz/about/contact.php
Hours:Mon - Fri: 8am-4pm (Pacific)
Call:
Fax:
Email:

604.731.7099
604.739.3099
sales@halfmoon.bz
126 West 3rd Ave. Unit 201
Vancouver BC
Canada V5Y 1E9
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